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Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. The lead screw of a lathe with nut forms a        [ ] 

A) Sliding pair  B) Rolling pair C) Screw pair  D) Turning pair 
 
2.  which one of the following is a turning pair       [ ] 

A) Piston and cylinder of a reciprocating steam engine 
B) Shaft with collars at both ends fitted in a circular hole 
C) Lead screw of a lathe with nut   
D) Ball and socket joint 

 
3.  A kinematic chain is known as a mechanism when      [ ] 

A) None of the links is fixed   B) One of the links is fixed  
C) Two of the links are fixed    D) All of the links are fixed 

 
4.  In a four bar chain or quadric cycle chain       [ ] 

A) Each of the four pairs is a turning pair   B) One is a turning pair and three are sliding pairs 
C) Three are turning pairs and one is sliding pair  D) Each of the four pairs is a sliding pair 

 
5.  Which of the following is an inversion of a double slider crank chain   [ ] 
 A) Coupling rod of a locomotive  B) Pendulum pump  

C) Elliptical trammels     D) Oscillating cylinder engine 
 
6.  The direction of linear velocity of any point on a link with respect  to another point on the same link is  

            [ ] 
A) Parallel to the link joining the points   B) Perpendicular to the link joining the points  
C) At 45 degrees to the link joining the points  D) None of these 

 
7.  The size of a gear is usually specified by       [ ] 

A) Pressure angle B) Circular pitch  C) Diametral pitch   D)Pitch circle diameter 
 
8.  Involute profile is preferred to cycloidal because      [ ] 

A) The profile is easy to cut     B) Only one curve is required to cut  
C) The rack has straight line profile hence can be cut accurately  D) none of the above. 

 
9.  The train value of a gear train is        [ ] 

A) Equal to velocity ratio of a gear train   B) Reciprocal of velocity ratio of a gear train  
C) Always greater than unity     D) Always less than unity 
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10.  In a turning moment diagram, the variations of energy above and below the mean resisting 

torque line is called          [ ] 
A) Fluctuation of energy     B) Maximum fluctuation of energy 
C) Coefficient of fluctuation of energy  D) None of the above 

 
                   
II Fill in the blanks: 
 
11.  The motion of a piston in the cylinder of a steam engine is an example of --------------- motion. 
 
12.  The cam and follower without a spring forms a --------pair 
 
13.  The relation between the number of pairs (p) forming a kinematic chain and the number of links (l) is------ 
 
14. The component of acceleration, parallel to the velocity of the particle, at the given instant is called---------- 
 
15.  The type of gears used to connect two non-parallel , non-intersecting shafts are--------- 
 
16.  The product of the diametral pitch and circular pitch is equal to ----------- 
 
17.  If the module of a gear be m, the number of teeth T and pitch circle diameter D, then m = ------- 
 
18.  In a clock mechanism, the gear train used to connect minute hand to hour hand, is --------type  

of gear   train 
 
19.  A differential gear in automobile is a ---------type of gear train 
 
20. The ratio of the maximum fluctuation of energy to the ----------- is called coefficient of fluctuation of 

energy 
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 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  In a four bar chain or quadric cycle chain       [ ] 

A) Each of the four pairs is a turning pair   B) One is a turning pair and three are sliding pairs 
C) Three are turning pairs and one is sliding pair  D) Each of the four pairs is a sliding pair 

 
2.  Which of the following is an inversion of a double slider crank chain   [ ] 
 A) Coupling rod of a locomotive  B) Pendulum pump  

C) Elliptical trammels     D) Oscillating cylinder engine 
 
3.  The direction of linear velocity of any point on a link with respect  to another point on the same link is  

            [ ] 
A) Parallel to the link joining the points   B) Perpendicular to the link joining the points  
C) At 45 degrees to the link joining the points  D) None of these 

 
4.  The size of a gear is usually specified by       [ ] 

A) Pressure angle B) Circular pitch  C) Diametral pitch   D) Pitch circle diameter 
 
5.  Involute profile is preferred to cycloidal because      [ ] 

A) The profile is easy to cut     B) Only one curve is required to cut  
C) The rack has straight line profile hence can be cut accurately  D) None of the above. 

 
6.  The train value of a gear train is        [ ] 

A) Equal to velocity ratio of a gear train   B) Reciprocal of velocity ratio of a gear train  
C) Always greater than unity     D) Always less than unity 

               
7.  In a turning moment diagram, the variations of energy above and below the mean resisting 

torque line is called          [ ] 
A) Fluctuation of energy     B) Maximum fluctuation of energy 
C) Coefficient of fluctuation of energy  D) None of the above 

8. The lead screw of a lathe with nut forms a        [ ] 
A) Sliding pair  B) Rolling pair C) Screw pair  D) Turning pair 

 
9.  which one of the following is a turning pair       [ ] 

A) Piston and cylinder of a reciprocating steam engine 
B) Shaft with collars at both ends fitted in a circular hole 
C) Lead screw of a lathe with nut   
D) Ball and socket joint 
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10.  A kinematic chain is known as a mechanism when      [ ] 

A) None of the links is fixed   B) One of the links is fixed  
C) Two of the links are fixed    D) All of the links are fixed 

 
                   
II Fill in the blanks: 
 
11. The component of acceleration, parallel to the velocity of the particle, at the given instant is called---------- 
 
12.  The type of gears used to connect two non-parallel , non-intersecting shafts are--------- 
 
13.  The product of the diametral pitch and circular pitch is equal to ----------- 
 
14.  If the module of a gear be m, the number of teeth T and pitch circle diameter D, then m = ------- 
 
15.  In a clock mechanism, the gear train used to connect minute hand to hour hand, is --------type  

of gear   train 
 
16.  A differential gear in automobile is a ---------type of gear train 
 
17. The ratio of the maximum fluctuation of energy to the ----------- is called coefficient of fluctuation of 

energy 
 
18.  The motion of a piston in the cylinder of a steam engine is an example of --------------- motion. 
 
19.  The cam and follower without a spring forms a --------pair 
 
20.  The relation between the number of pairs (p) forming a kinematic chain and the number of links (l) is------ 
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I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  The direction of linear velocity of any point on a link with respect  to another point on the same link is  

           [ ] 
A) Parallel to the link joining the points   B) Perpendicular to the link joining the points  
C) At 45 degrees to the link joining the points  D) None of these 

 
2.  The size of a gear is usually specified by      [ ] 

A) Pressure angle B) Circular pitch  C) Diametral pitch   D) Pitch circle diameter 
 
3.  Involute profile is preferred to cycloidal because     [ ] 

A) The profile is easy to cut     B) Only one curve is required to cut  
C) The rack has straight line profile hence can be cut accurately  D) None of the above. 

 
4.  The train value of a gear train is       [ ] 

A) Equal to velocity ratio of a gear train   B) Reciprocal of velocity ratio of a gear train  
C) Always greater than unity     D) Always less than unity 

              
5.  In a turning moment diagram, the variations of energy above and below the mean resisting 

torque line is called         [ ] 
A) Fluctuation of energy     B) Maximum fluctuation of energy 
C) Coefficient of fluctuation of energy  D) None of the above 
 

6. The lead screw of a lathe with nut forms a       [ ] 
A) Sliding pair  B) Rolling pair C) Screw pair  D) Turning pair 

 
7.  which one of the following is a turning pair      [ ] 

A) Piston and cylinder of a reciprocating steam engine 
B) Shaft with collars at both ends fitted in a circular hole 
C) Lead screw of a lathe with nut   
D) Ball and socket joint 

 
8.  A kinematic chain is known as a mechanism when     [ ] 

A) None of the links is fixed   B) One of the links is fixed  
C) Two of the links are fixed    D) All of the links are fixed 
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9.  In a fou bar chain or quadric cycle chain       [ ] 
 

A) Each of the four pairs is a turning pair   B) One is a turning pair and three are sliding pairs 
C) Three are turning pairs and one is sliding pair  D) Each of the four pairs is a sliding pair 

 
10.  Which of the following is an inversion of a double slider crank chain  [ ] 
 A) Coupling rod of a locomotive  B) Pendulum pump  

C) Elliptical trammels     D) Oscillating cylinder engine 
 
                   
II Fill in the blanks: 
 
11.  The product of the diametral pitch and circular pitch is equal to ----------- 
 
12.  If the module of a gear be m, the number of teeth T and pitch circle diameter D, then m = ------- 
 
13.  In a clock mechanism, the gear train used to connect minute hand to hour hand, is --------type  

of gear   train 
 
14.  A differential gear in automobile is a ---------type of gear train 
 
15. The ratio of the maximum fluctuation of energy to the ----------- is called coefficient of fluctuation of 

energy 
 
16.  The motion of a piston in the cylinder of a steam engine is an example of --------------- motion. 
 
17.  The cam and follower without a spring forms a --------pair 
 
18.  The relation between the number of pairs (p) forming a kinematic chain and the number of links (l) is------ 
 
19. The component of acceleration, parallel to the velocity of the particle, at the given instant is called---------- 
 
20.  The type of gears used to connect two non-parallel , non-intersecting shafts are--------- 
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 I  Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  Involute profile is preferred to cycloidal because      [ ] 

A) The profile is easy to cut       B) Only one curve is required to cut  
C) The rack has straight line profile hence can be cut accurately  D) None of the above. 

 
2.  The train value of a gear train is        [ ] 

A) Equal to velocity ratio of a gear train   B) Reciprocal of velocity ratio of a gear train  
C) Always greater than unity     D) Always less than unity 

            
3.  In a turning moment diagram, the variations of energy above and below the mean resisting 

torque line is called          [ ] 
A) Fluctuation of energy     B) Maximum fluctuation of energy 
C) Coefficient of fluctuation of energy  D) None of the above 

 
4. The lead screw of a lathe with nut forms a        [ ] 

A) Sliding pair  B) Rolling pair C) Screw pair  D) Turning pair 
 
5.  which  one of the following is a turning pair       [ ] 

A) Piston and cylinder of a reciprocating steam engine 
B) Shaft with collars at both ends fitted in a circular hole 
C) Lead screw of a lathe with nut   
D) Ball and socket joint 

 
6.  A kinematic chain is known as a mechanism when      [ ] 

A) None of the links is fixed   B) One of the links is fixed  
C) Two of the links are fixed    D) All of the links are fixed 

 
7.  In a four bar chain or quadric cycle chain       [ ] 

A) Each of the four pairs is a turning pair   B) One is a turning pair and three are sliding pairs 
C) Three are turning pairs and one is sliding pair  D) Each of the four pairs is a sliding pair 

 
8.  Which of the following is an inversion of a double slider crank chain   [ ] 
 A) Coupling rod of a locomotive  B) Pendulum pump  

C) Elliptical trammels     D) Oscillating cylinder engine 
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9.  The direction of linear velocity of any point on a link with respect  to another point on the same link is  

           [ ] 
A) Parallel to the link joining the points   B) Perpendicular to the link joining the points  
C) At 45 degrees to the link joining the points  D) None of these 

 
10.  The size of a gear is usually specified by      [ ] 

A) Pressure angle B) Circular pitch  C) Diametral pitch   D)Pitch circle diameter 
 
                   
II Fill in the blanks: 
 
11.  In a clock mechanism, the gear train used to connect minute hand to hour hand, is --------type  

of gear   train 
 
12.  A differential gear in automobile is a ---------type of gear train 
 
13. The ratio of the maximum fluctuation of energy to the ----------- is called coefficient of fluctuation of 

energy 
14.  The motion of a piston in the cylinder of a steam engine is an example of --------------- motion. 
 
15.  The cam and follower without a spring forms a --------pair 
 
16.  The relation between the number of pairs (p) forming a kinematic chain and the number of links (l) is------ 
 
17. The component of acceleration, parallel to the velocity of the particle, at the given instant is called---------- 
 
18.  The type of gears used to connect two non-parallel , non-intersecting shafts are--------- 
 
19.  The product of the diametral pitch and circular pitch is equal to ----------- 
 
20.  If the module of a gear be m, the number of teeth T and pitch circle diameter D, then m = ------- 
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